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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper deals with regression theory for linear “errors-in- 
variables” models. In these models it is well known that the structural 
vector is not identifiable from the covariance matrix of the observable 
variables. The modern approach to “solving” this problem is by introduc- 
ing sufficient prior information to identify the parameters of interest. This 
prior information may take the form of some a priori knowledge of the 
covariance matrix of the measurement errors, or specification of a sufficient 
number of instrumental variables (see the survey papers by Madansky 
(1959) and Moran (1971)). Although, these approaches are often useful 
and adequate, we frequently have situations when the additional infor- 
mation needed for identification is simply not available. But, even if the 
structural vector is not identifiable, we can extract valuable information 
about it from the covariance matrix of the observable variables. It is this 
point that is the topic of the present paper. 
Frisch (1934) considered the bivariate case and showed that the struc- 
tural slope parameter was bounded by the two slope parameters obtained 
from the two regressions. This result was extended to higher dimensions by 
Reiersol (1941). For certain conditions on the adjoint of the covariance 
matrix of the observable variables, Reiers@l (1941, Sects. 4 and 9; 1945, 
Sects. 9 and 17) proved that the structural vector is contained in a simplex 
whose vertices are obtained from the different regressions. This means that, 
although the structural vector cannot be uniquely determined, we know the 
possible region of its position, which is considerable improvement com- 
pared to the situation of complete ignorance. Not until recently (see, e.g., 
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Kalman, 1982; Patelield, 1981; Willassen, 1981, 1984), this result has been 
largely ignored in the literature. The useful survey papers by Madansky 
and Moran (op.cit.), treat several aspects of “errors-in-variables” models, 
but only Moran states this result in the bivariate case. One possible 
explanation of this ignorance is that Reiersol’s approach can be difficult to 
follow. However, such an appealing result should have a more simple 
derivation. 
In Section 3 we give what we believe to be such a simple derivation. We 
show this result by using only elementary matrix theory. When the adjoint 
of the covariance matrix of the observable variables does not satisfy the 
stated condition, the possible region of the structural vector is unbounded. 
In this case we briefly indicate how instrumental variables, if available, can 
be used to bound the possible region. 
This point is further illustrated by an example in Section 4. A trivariate 
example is analysed in this section to show what happens when the stated 
condition on the covariance matrix fails. When the covariance matrix has 
incompatible signs, we show that the problem can be decomposed into 3 
different cases. Then by an obvious approximation procedure we can use 
the general theory of Section 3 for each separate case. This decomposition 
is not restricted to the trivariate case, and it simplifies considerably the 
treatment of the incompatible sign cases (see Definition 2.4). 
For later reference we sketch the model: 
xj = tj + Ej j = 1, 2,..., N (1.1) 
N 
C Yjtj+yfJ=O. (1.2) 
j= I 
In Eqs. (l.l)-( 1.2) the observable random variables are denoted by the X’s, 
the unobservable random systematic variables by the t’s, and finally the 
random measurement errors by the E’S. The vector y’ = (y 1, y2 ,..., yN) will be 
called the structural vector. The following assumptions will be used 
(i) The set of variables (cl, t2,..., tN) are distributed in a mul- 
tivariate distribution with finite first- and second-order moments. 
(ii) The set of variables (ei, Ed,..., EN) are mutually independent with 
zero expectation and finite variances (A,, A*,..., AN). 
(iii) There is no correlation between the two set of variables 
(4fll r2Y.., t;N) and (El, &2,-, EN). 
In Section 3 we use the definitions: 
DEFINITION 1.1. (a) M denotes the covariance matrix of the observable 
XS. 
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(b) JMI denotes the determinant of M, since we always assume M to 
be positive definite IMI > 0. 
(c) lMiil denotes th e cofactor of the (ii) element of M. 
DEFINITION 1.2. L will denote a diagonal matrix with non-negative 
elements A,, 1, ,..., AN. 
DEFINITION 1.3. (M-L) will denote the covariance-matrix of 
(5,) 12,..., {,,,) when the diagonal elements of L are interpreted as variances 
of (El 3 %Y, EN). 
2. DEDUCTION OF SOME USEFUL MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
In the proofs of our main theorems (Sect. 3) we will need a few special 
results in matrix theory. For the sake of clarity in presentation we shall list 
the necessary definitions and prove these auxiliary theorems in the present 
section. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For a given matrix A: 
(i) \A 1 denotes the determinant of A; 
(ii) JA,il denotes the cofactor of the (ij)th element of A. When i= j 
we call [A,( a principal minor. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a given symmetric and positive definite matrix A, 
Y denotes the set of diagonal matrices L = diag(l,, AZ...., 2,) with non- 
negative elements such that L E $P implies: 
(i) (A -L) is nonnegative definite; 
(ii) IA- LI =O. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A diagonal matrix T is called a sign matrix if any of its 
diagonal elements are 1 or - 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (i) A matrix A is said to have compatible signs or it is 
called compatible if there exists a sign matrix T such that (TAT) has 
positive elements only. 
(ii) If there exists a sign matrix T such that the elements of (TAT) 
are nonnegative but at least one element is zero, then A is said to have 
semi-compatible signs. 
(iii) If (TAT) contains both positive and negative elements for any 
sign matrix T, then A is said to have incompatible signs. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a G x G matrix with negative off-diagonal 
elements and nonnegative principal minors of all orders. Then, the rank of A 
is at least (G - 1) and the adjoint of A has positive elements only. 
Proof. Let B denote the adjoint of A, B = adj A. If G = 2 
a,,azz-a,,az,>O together with a,,<0 and clz, <O imply a,,>0 and 
az2 > 0. Hence, Theorem 2.1 is true for G = 2. Let us partion A and B as 
Suppose that the theorem is true for the (G - 1) x (G - 1) submatrix A,- 1 
obtained from A by deleting the last row and column. By the identity 
(11.5.3) (Cramer, 1946, p. 109) and \A\ 20, 
a,,IA...,I-a,,(adjA.~,)a,,=IAlLO. (2.1) 
By induction, (adj A,- ,) has positive elements and, by hypothesis, ulG and 
a,, have negative elements a cc>O and IAGo, 30. Then (2.1) implies 
a,,lA.-,I~a,,(adjA.-,)a,,>O, (2.2) 
implying act > 0 and I A,- ,I > 0. Hence, the rank of A is at least G - 1. 
Note that bGC=IAG-Il >O and AB=BA=IAl I give after some sim- 
plifications 
bo,= -A&ao,boo= -(a@ A,-,) aGi 
blc= -aIota A,-,) 
Ib-,l B,-, =(a@ AG-~)IAI -b,,adadj AGmmI) 
= (a@ AG-,)IAI +bGlblG. 
Now, arguing as above, we find that b,,, b,o, and Bo- r have only positive 
elements. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a G x G positive definite symmetric matrix and 
let L E 2. Suppose that one of the co-factors (A,[ (k, j = 1,2,..., G; j # k) is 
zero. Then there exists a diagonal matrix L E 9 such that the principal minor 
IBkk(L)I of the matrix B(L) = (A -L) is equal to zero. 
Proof. Suppose IA,] = 0 for some k and j (k Zj). Then, by the identity 
(11.7.3) (Cramer, 1946, p. 111) 
IAI IA~.iil = IAkkl IAjjl - lAkjl*~ (2.3) 
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where IA,,.,jl denotes the principal minor obtained from A by deleting kth 
and jth rows and columns. Choose L E 9 such that ;lj = 0 for all i # j and 
Aj= IAI/IAijl. Then, notice that (A -L) is nonnegative definite, IA - LI = 
IAl - AjlA,jl = 0, and 
IBkk(L)I = IA/& -AjlAkk.jjl = lAkj1211Ajjl =O. Q.E.D. 
Since, L = diag(i,, 1, ,..., A,) we can interprete L as a point in a 
G-dimensional Euclidean space. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a G x G symmetric positive definite matrix. Sup- 
pose there exists a point (matrix) L, ~9, where a principal minor of 
B(L,)=(A-L,),forexample, IB,,(L,)I vanishes. Then there exists a point 
L,, E 9 on the straight line through L, and parallel to the 1, axis, where 
the eigenvalue 0 = 0 of the characteristic equation I B(L,,) - @II = 0 has 
multiplicity 2 at least. 
Proof Since L, E 9 the matrix B(L,) is nonnegative definite and 
lB(L,)I =O. This fact together with the hypothesis IB,,(L,)I =0 implies 
that the minors IB,,(L,)I ,..., IB,,(L,)I 1 a so vanish (use identity (11.7.3) 
(Cramer, op.cit.). Denote by L, the diagonal matrix whose elements are all 
equal to those of L,, except for the first element I., which is now permitted 
to be varied freely. Evidently by varying ,I1 we can interprete L, as points 
on a straight line in a G-dimensional space. For an arbitrary value of il, 
put B(L,)= (A- L,). Since the minors IB,,(L,)I, IB,2(L,)I,..., IB,,(L,)I are 
independent of i,, and since L, is equal to L, except for the first element 
I,,, it follows that IB,,(L,)I, IB,,(L,)I,..., IBIG(LI)I all vanish. This implies 
that IB(L,)I=O for any value of I,. Hence, O=O is a root of 
IB(L,)-@II =0 for any value of A,. 
Let ,I(: be a fixed value of 1, and let Ly denote the corresponding 
diagonal matrix. If B(Ly) = (A - Ly) is nonnegative definite it is easy to see 
that B(L,) is nonnegative definite for any value of 1, in the interval [0, A:]. 
Hence, for sufficiently small values of ,I,, the matrix B(L,) is nonnegative 
definite; but by increasing I, we can make B(L,) indefinite. That is, if we 
choose iI sufficiently large, at least one of the roots of I B(L,) - @II = 0, for 
example, @,(A,) is negative. However, @,(,I,), being a root of 
I B( L, ) - @I)1 = 0, is a continuous function with respect to A,. Since 
0 I (1, ) 2 0 for sufhciently small values of J., , it follows that by increasing ,I 1 
there exists a point ;1, = A:*, where O,(A,)=O. Hence, if L,, denotes the 
diagonal matrix whose elements are equal to those of L,, except for the 
first element which is equal to A:*, then O=O is a root of 
(B(L,,) - @II = 0 of multiplicity 2 at least. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of this theorem we can state 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let A and L, be the matrices defined in Theorem 2.3. 
Suppose that a principal minor, for example, ) B, 1( L, )I vanishes. Then we can 
find a diagonal matrix L,, E9such that therankofB(L,,)=(A-L,,)is 
not larger than G-2. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a G x G symmetric positive definite matrix. Then 
adj A has compatible signs if and only if for all L E 9 the elements of 
adj( A - L) are nonzero. 
Proof: Suppose adj A has compatible signs and let T be the sign matrix 
such that E- ’ = (TA - ‘T) has positive elements only. Since E = (TAT), we 
have 
IA-LI=OoIE-LI=Oo((Z-E-‘L)(=O (2.4) 
(remember T2 = Z, T- ’ = T, adj T = k T). 
We notice that all principal minors of (I- E- ‘L) are nonnegative. If 
L = diag(2, , A2 ,..., &)E .9’ is non-singular, all off-diagonal elements of 
(I- E-IL) are negative. By Theorem 2.1 the matrix adj(Z- E-IL) has 
then only positive elements. Since, 
adj(E- L) = adj(Z- EP’L)(adj E) (2.5) 
the elements of adj(E- L) are positive when the elements of (adj E) are 
positive. Consequently, since 
T(adj(A -L)) T= adj(E- L), (2.6) 
it follows that all elements of adj(A -L) are nonzero when adj A has com- 
patible signs. It is not difficult to show that the same conclusion holds 
when L E 9 is singular. 
Conversely, suppose that adj(A -L) has nonzero elements for every 
L E 9. Since the elements of adj(A - L) are continuous functions of the 
elements of L, the elements of adj(A -L) preserve the same signs for all 
L E Y. Since (A - L) is symmetric and singular the rows of adj(A - L) are 
proportional, and adj(A -L) will have compatible signs. Consider the 
matrix L E 9’ when all of its elements are zero, except the jth element (i.e., 
lj = /AI/Auf). At this point the jth row of adj(A -L) coincides with the jth 
row of adj A. Then it follows that adj A has compatible signs. Q.E.D. 
Further, since IA - LI = 0 for all L E 9, we note the following facts by 
applying the identity (2.3) to the matrix (A -L). If an off-diagonal element 
of adj(A -L) is zero, then at least one diagonal element of adj(A -L) is 
zero. Hence, if an element of adj(A -L) is zero, then at least one principal 
minor of (A -L) is zero. This is what we need in Theorem 2.3. 
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Finally, we notice that Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 tell us that it is the Perron 
version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem we shall use in our proof of our 
main theorem in the next section. 
3. THE MAPPING FROM L ~5-2 TO ~E~DETERMINED BY 
THE EQUATION (M- L)y=O. 
If we multiply Eq. (1.2) by (t, -Et,) (j= 1, 2,..., N) and follow the 
assumptions (i)-(iii), we obtain the matrix equation 
(M-L)?=0 M, LEY as defined in Section 1. (3.1) 
The following theorems will hold if AC 1 has compatible signs. That is, if 
there exists a sign matrix T such that (TM- ’ T) has only positive elements. 
Noting this fact and simplifying notation, we use the condition: M- ’ has 
only positive elements. Finally, if L E 9 is singular the necessary 
modifications of the theorems are obvious and straightforward. We 
therefore suppose that L E Y is non-singular, and afterwards indicate the 
necessary modifications for the case when L is singular. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M-’ be a symmetric and positive definite matrix with 
ony positive elements. Suppose that the diagonal matrix LE 9 is non- 
singular. Then, (M - L) y = 0 determines the structural vector y uniquely 
except for a scalar factor, and y is proportional to a positive vector. 
Proof (Reiersol, 1941, pp. 8-9, using the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem). Hence, under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, we can always 
normalize the structural vector y by (y) y ;’ = (i) and then (M - L) y = 0 is 
equivalent to (M - L)(i) = 0. 
We have now the necessary technical background to show the main 
theorems in confluence analysis. The following definitions will be used: 
e’-the row vector whose elements are all 1. 
D-the diagonal matrix with elements consisting of the first row of 
M- ‘. 
($) = (M- ‘D- ‘), where P consists of N- 1 rows and N columns to be 
denoted P,, P, ,..., P,. 
Y-the (A’- 1 )-dimensional simplex generated by the columns 
(points) P,, P, ,..., P,. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that M-’ and LE 9 satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1. Then, (M - L)(i) = 0 determines a mapping from 9 to the 
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simplex 9, such that to every L E 9 there corresponds one and only one 
g E 9, and to every g* E 9 there corresponds one and only one L* E 9. 
Proof: Suppose L E 9. (M--L)(i) = 00 (I- LM-‘) M(i) = 0. Put 
c = M(i) and notice that according to Theorem 3.1 the elements of c are 
positive. Further, 
=Apc=(M-‘D-‘)Dp e’ w, 
0 P 
w=Dc (3.2) 
Since the elements of the diagonal matrix D are positive, the elements of 
the column vector w  = DC are also positive. From (3.2) it follows that 
l=e’w= f w, 
i= I 
g = Pw = ,g, WiPi. (3.3b) 
Equations (3.3ak(3.3b) show that g is contained in the simplex 9; and to 
a given L E 9 there corresponds one g. 
Conversely, suppose that g* E 8. Then there exists a set of nonnegative 
numbers (v,, vz,..., v,,,) added to 1 so that g* = zfi, v,P,. This is equivalent 
to 
(j*)=(Z) (u’=(ul,v* ,..., UN)). 
Put c* = D-b; the elements of c* are certainly nonnegative. 
Equation (3.4) then implies 
(gl*)=(Z) 
DC* = (M-ID-‘) DC* = M-lc*. 
Since, by hypotheses, the elements of M-l are positive, the elements of g* 
determined by (3.5) are also positive. Define the diagonal matrix L* by 
r*=L.* 1 ( > g* . (34 
The elements of L* are evidently nonnegative. (An element of L* is zero if 
the corresponding element of c* is zero). Finally, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) taken 
together imply 




Since (&) is a positive vector, the Perron-Frobenius theorem implies that 
L*EY. Q.E.D. 
We note that the points P,, Pz,..., P, generating the simplex 9 are just 
the vectors obtained by the N regressions, that is, the regressions of X, on 
X, ,..., X,; the regression of X, on X,, X, ,..., X,; and then X, in terms of 
x2, x3 1..., X,, etc. Our arguments above also show that if LE Y is 
singular, i.e., L = diag(J,, ,I2 ,..., ,IJ, 0, 0 ,..., 0) then the simplex 9 is 
generated by the points P ,,..., P,. 
The condition that M.- ’ has compatible signs is also necessary as shown 
by the following two results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that 15-l has incompatible signs. Then there 
exists a diagonal matrix L,, E 9 such that the solutions of (M- L,,) y = 0 
constitute a linear mantfold of dimension 2 at least. 
Proof Suppose M- ’ has incompatible signs. Then, according to 
Theorem 2.5, we can find a matrix L, E 9 so that at least one element of 
adj(M - L, ) is zero. If an off-diagonal element of adj( M - L, ) is zero, we 
can, by the identity (2.3) applied to (M-L,), find at least one diagonal 
element of adj(M- L,) which is zero since JM- L,I =O. From 
Theorem 2.3 we then know that there exists a matrix L,, E Y such that 
the rank of (M - L,,) is at most (N - 2). The conclusion then follows 
immediately. Q.E.D. 
Consider Eq. (1.2) and suppose that yI # 0. Then we can put (A) = (y) y, ’ 
and (M - L) y = 0 becomes equivalent to (M - L)(i) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that M-’ has incompatible signs and suppose 
y, # 0. Then there exists a diagonal matrix L,, E .Y such that the general 
solution of (M- L,,)(i) = 0 has at least one degree of freedom. 
Proof Use the same arguments as in the proof of the preceding 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
Hence, the possible range of each of the coefficients g2,..., g, are from 
- cc to + 03 by proper choice of the free parameter(s). Therefore, we can 
make g outside any bounded set, and certainly outside the simplex 9. 
Above we assumed that L E 9 is non-singular or that there are noise 
(measurement errors) in all N observable variables. But what happens if we 
know a priori that only some of the variables are observed with noise. 
Without loss of generality we assume that X, , X2 ,..., X, are observed with 
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noise (1 <J< N), and the remaining K = N- .Z variables are observed 
.sxactly. Then we partition the matrices M, M-i, and L correspondingly 
M=(;; z), M-‘=(;; $) (3.8a,b) 
L = diag(ll, , L2 ,..., A,, 0 ,..., 0) = 
where L, is a positive definite diagonal matrix. 
As above our main concern is the rank of (M - L,) when L, E dp. First, 
we note that 
\(M-L,)l =OeI(Z-LJM-‘)\ =0 (3.9a,b) 
Using the partitions (3.8a)-(3.8c) the matrix (I- L,M-‘) can be written 
(3.10) 
where ZJ and I, denote identity matrices. Hence, (3.9b) implies 
IZ,- LJMJJ( = 0. (3.11) 
We note that 
MJJ = (MJJ - MJK M& MKJ) ~ ’ (3.12) 
so that (3.11) implies 
I(M,J-M,,M,,:M,)-LJI=~. (3.13) 
Since M is positive definite the matrix (M, - M,,M&MKJ) is also 
positive definite (see, e.g., Muirhead, 1982, p. 586). Hence, we can apply the 
results obtained in Section 2 to this matrix. Consequently, we observe that 
the rank of (M - L,) is essentially dependent on the signs of the elements 
of the submatrix MJJ. If MJJ has compatible signs the rank of (ZJ - LJMJ’) 
is (J- 1) for all L,E~, and from (3.10) we then observe that the rank of 
(M - L J) is J- 1 + K = N - 1 for all L J E 9. This conclusion holds even if 
the other submatrices of M-’ have incompatible signs. If MJJ has incom- 
patible signs then we can find a L J E Y so that the rank of (I, - L J MJJ) is 
at most (J-2). By (3.10) the rank of (M-L,) is at most (N-2), and 
therefore, the solution space of (M - L,) y = 0 is at least of dimension 2 at 
this L, E 3’. 
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Then, let us finally sum up this situation. If J= I there is noise in one 
variable only, e.g., X,. The rank of L, is one, the matrix (3.12) reduces to 
the positive element IM,,I/IMI ( see the identity 2.1). The “submatrix” MJ,’ 
has therefore compatible sign in this case, and according to what has been 
said above the solution of (M- I!,,) y = 0 or 
(I-L,M-‘)g=O g = My (3.14) 
is unique (except for a constant). From (3.11) we observe that the element 
of L, is equal to IM(/IM,,I. Normalizing so that y, = 1 we obtain the least- 
squares solution. 
If .I=2 we observe two variables with noise, e.g., A’, and A’,. The sub- 
matrix MJJ is then (2 x 2) and this matrix has always compatible signs 
except in the case the cofactor jM,J = 0. In the latter case we observe from 
(3.11) and (3.10) that if &=diag((MI/IM,,I, IMl/lMzzl)~6P the rank of 
(M-L,) or (I- L,Mp’) is N-2. 
This discussion should be sufficient to show what happens when only 
some of the variables are observed with noise. 
Finally, Theorems (3.3) and (3.4) seem rather detrimental from a 
statistical point of view. These results may, however, be useful indeed, if the 
mode1 determines one or more other relationships between the structural 
coefficients. In particular applications the models will often specify a set of 
auxiliary variables which are suitable as instrumental variables (see Moran, 
197 1, Sect. 12). Suppose, for instance, that the application of an instrumen- 
tal variable gives a linear equation between the coefficients gz,..., g,. Then 
the possible region of the structural vector g will be restricted to the inter- 
section between the region which follows according to Theorem 3.4 and the 
hyperplane H which represents the linear equation mentioned . In the 
example of the next section we shall illustrate this idea. 
4. AN EXAMPLE IN THE TRIVARIATE CASE WHEN (adj M) 
DOES NOT HAVE COMPATIBLE SIGNS 
Let us regard L = diag(A, , A2 ,..., iN) as a point in a N-dimensional space. 
Then for a given covariance matrix M the set of points 9 of definition 
(2.2) constitutes that part of the surface IM- LI =0 which is situated 
nearest to the origin in the positive orthant (Reiersol, 1941, Sect. 8). 
We consider the example 
(4.1) 
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The adjoint of this covariance matrix has incompatible signs. By 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.3 we can find a matrix L=diag(A,, &, A3)~9 at 
which the rank of (M - L) is 1. The coordinates of this point can be deter- 
mined by 
I(M- LJ121 =O, l(M-L)131 =O, and I(M- L),,I =O. (4.2a)-(4.2c) 
We obtain 
(4.3a)-(4.3c) 
We also observe that the (point) matrix L, = diag(lt, A:, A(:) is uniquely 
determined by (4.2a)-(4.2c), and notice that the rank of (M-L,) is 1. 
Hence, all principal minors of order 2 will also vanish at this point. Let 
(LOB), denote the straight line segment parallel to the Ai axis with end 
points L, and Bi. Bi denotes the point where this line segment intersects the 
coordinate plane Ai = 0. Since I(M- L),I is independent of Ai, I(M- L)J 
vanishes at every point of the segment (L,B),. Similarly we observe that 
the determinant ) A4 - L) vanishes when L is any point of the line segment 
(LOB); (i = 1, 2, 3). We conclude that these three straight line segments par- 
tition the set of points 9’ into 3 disjoint regions 9,) d%;, and -U;. 
Then we shall find the image in the r-space of the set 9, determined by 
= 0, L=diag(A,,%,,%,)E.Y. (4.4) 
We notice that along the segment (LOB), , we obtain from (4.4) 
(1 -A,)Y,=O implying y, =0 for O<A, < 1. (4.5) 
Hence, along this segment we cannot normalize by putting gi= yJy, 
(i= 1,2, 3). However, apart from this segment the above normalization 
rule is allowed for any L E 9. 
The following facts are easily observed from (4.4). The point 
Lo = diag( 1, 1, 1) is mapped into the straight line 
g,+g,= 1. (4.6) 
The segments (LOB), and (LOB), are mapped into the points (0, 1) and 
(l,O). Then we shall determine the images of 9,) T2, and Y3 by direct use 
of the results of the preceding section. 
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Yr is that part of .Y where A, 2 ,I: = 1, I, > 0, A3 2 0. Suppose that 6 is a 
small positive number. We realize that we can determine the image of 9, 
by applying Theorem 3.2 to 
i 2-(#ly+6) -1 -1 -1 (4.8) 
since this matrix has compatible signs, and then let 6 tend to zero. If 
L, = diag( 1, 1, 1) is considered to be a point of YI, we conclude, by letting 
6 + 0, that Yr is mapped into the triangle generated by the regression vec- 
tors: P, = (f, f), P, = (1, 0), P, = (0, 1) and the straight line through (1,O) 
and (0, 1). 
Y> is that part of 9 where A, 3 0, 1, > I$ = 1, ;I, 2 0. By similar analysis 
applied to the matrix 
2 -1 -1 
-1 2-(1;+6) 1 
-1 1 2 
we conclude that the structural vector is contained in a triangle with ver- 
tices: P,=(l/(l-26) -d/(1-26)); P,=(3, -1); P3=(l/d, -(l-26)/6). 
We notice that for any 6, P, is a point on the straight line 
g,+g,=2. (4.10) 
By letting 6 -+ 0 we conclude that L& is mapped into a “triangle” with ver- 
tices P, = (1, 0), P, = (3, - 1 ), and P,, where P, moves infinitely far out in 
the southeast direction on the line (4.10) as 6 + 0. 
SC; is that part of 9 where I., 2 0, A2 >, 0, E., 3 E.! = 1. By applying the 
arguments above to the matrix 
(4.11) 
we conclude that .=.C& is mapped into the “triangle” with vertices P, = (0, 1), 
P,, P, = (- 1, 3), where P, moves infinitely far out in the northwest direc- 
tion on the line (4.10) as 6 -0. 
The above trivariate example illustrates the typical findings when the 
adjoint of the covariance matrix M has incompatible signs. In particular we 
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notice that the partition of dip into 3 disjoint parts makes it possible for us 
to have 3 corresponding modifications of the original matrix. 
Hence, our study of a covariance matrix with incompatible signs is 
reduced to 3 separate studies in which the modified covariance matrices 
have compatible or semi-compatible signs. To these cases we could apply 
the general theory of Section 3 quite directly. In our opinion this reduction 
shows that the “incompatible signs case” is not as bad a case as some 
researchers believe it to be. Although, we do not know L = diag(l,, a,, 2,) 
exactly. we will often know to which part of 9 L belongs. But then we 
have considerable knowledge of the position of the structural vector, too. 
Finally, consider the example above and assume that we can normalize 
g, = ri/y, (i = 1, 2, 3). Suppose we also observe an instrumental variable 2 
(see Moran, 1971, Sect. 12). Then we obtain 
ml, + g2m2, + g3m3, = 0 Cm,,, = cov(xi% 2)). (4.12) 
Hence by using (4.12) we realize that the possible region of the structural 
vector is now a bounded set unless (4.12) is parallel to (4.10) and lies 
between (4.10) and (4.6). A geometrical picture of this example is given. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Our motives for writing this paper have been twofold. First, the main 
theorem (Theorem 3.2) is not properly understood and referred to in the 
present growing literature in this field. And truly, some parts of Reiersol’s 
original proof can be difhcult to follow. A simple proof of this theorem 
using only standard matrix theory seemed to be needed. This is given in 
Section 3 where the problem posed in this section is shown to have a clear 
structure in the compatible sign case. Second, for further clarification we 
consider a trivariate example where the condition on the adjoint of the 
covariance matrix fails. A decomposition of the problem then appears 
which makes it possible to apply Theorem 3.2 repeatedly to fully analyse 
the incompatible sign case. Hence, also in this case the problem posed in 
Section 3 has a clear structure. This unification of the two cases is 
interesting, and should also work in higher dimensions. 
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